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Dude Ranching Now Coming Into Its Own as One of West's 

Fast Developing Industries. In Montana and 

1Wyoming 150 Outfits Catering to Vacationists 

Are Valued at $10,000,000; Thousands of Eastern Visitors Enjoy Atmosphere of the Old West
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<s> employed by government geological ex
peditions at a much earlier day. He has 
a large clientage of prominent and 
wealthy people of the east, the Junior 
Rockefellers being among those who make 
almost yearly pilgrimages to the Randall 
ranch.

Of the early guides in Wyoming, Col. 
Tom Cooper was one of the very first, as 
he was the best known. One of his 
hunting guests was Charles Carroll of 
Carrollton of Revolutionary fame. At a 
later time, the Winthrops, a prominent 
Boston family, were his guests on hunt
ing trips. In the Jackson Hole, still fa
mous as a big game country, were such 
noted hunting guides as Charles Cairn, 
S. M. Leek, who made many pictures of 
the region, S. F. Banderant, Mr. Simp
son and such characters as ‘‘Chllcot 
Bill.”

the park was another favorite starting 
point and many of the old hunters, trap
pers and prospectors of that section also 
acted as guides.

very early date. Sir George Gore, who 
was guided by Jim Bridger through Wy
oming and Montana In 1854 and 1855 and 
who killed thousands of buffalo and 
other game was followed by princes, 
counts, and other titled foreigners seek
ing the thrills of big game hunting.

With the coming of the railroads, the 
difficulties and expenses of such expedi
tions were greatly reduced and every fall 
brought groups of hunters Into the ter
ritory. One of the big packing expedi
tions was that which brought President 
Arthur and a large coterie from Port 
Washakie in Wyoming through Yellow

stone park to the Northern Pacific.
Billings was one of the principal out

fitting points In those days for hunting 
parties. Charles and Ed Newman, who 
had explored the surrounding mountains 
and game country more thoroughly than 
anyone else at the time, were guides for 
numerous parties. Joe Cochran, the Dan- 
fords and Reardons, “Skookum” Joe An
derson, Sam Elwell and other pioneers 
also often acted as guides. John D. Lose- 
kamp, Billings pioneer n&rchant and 
mountain enthusiast frequently organ
ized groups for hunting and fishing trips. 
Livingston with ills close proximity to

bine features of two and sometimes of 
all three types. The places also vary 
greatly In size from the ranch which 
cares for a few customers along with reg
ular ranch activities to those which can 
accommodate several hundred guests and 
who make the entertainment of tourists 
the main consideration.

One of the prototypes of the present 
dude rancher was the early day guide 
who conducted hunting parties over the 
plains or through the mountains. The 
attractions of hunting and fishing drew 
moneyed people from the east and even 
from Europe to the buffalo country at a

(By W. B. BAXFILL)
URING the last few years there has 
been a remarkable growth In the 
cattle country and mountain re
gions of Montana and Wyoming In 

the so-called “dude ranch” business as Is 
shown by the fact that 75 proprietors of 
these summer resorts which lure the east
ern tourists with their flavor of the fron
tier days of the old west were represented 
at the second annual convention of the 
Dude Ranchers’ association recently held 
at Billings.

According to T. Joe Cahill, head of the 
Wyoming department of commerce and 
Industry, who was one of the principal 
speakers at the convention, there are 76 
ranches in Wyoming operating pack out
fits which have been listed with his de
partment while there are a number of 
other concerns which secure some reve
nue from vacationists. These places have 

assessed valuation of $5,000,000. Fig- 
____ as to Montana have not been com
piled but the number is not far behind 
those of its sister state.

Recognition of the importance of the 
industry is shown by the presence of 
both Gov. J. E. Erickson of Montana and 
Gov. Frank Emerson of Wyoming at the 
meeting. Railway officials took a leading 
part in the convention and much of the 
discussion was as to means of co-opera
tion between the railways and the resort 
owners in securing more interest in the 
dude ranches.

More than a million dollars were spent 
by guests at the various resorts of the 
two states this year according to North
ern Pacific and Burlington railway esti
mates. According to figures compiled by 
their advertising and traffic departments, 

than 13,000 people were guests of 
the ranches for from three or four days 
to the entire summer during the last

D tDick Randall’s Record 
The experience of Dick Randall of the 

O. T. O. ranch near Corwin Springs 
north of Gardiner runs the whole gamut 
from early day guide to present day dude 
rancher. He has been conducting hunt
ing parties and other expeditions through 
the game regions around Yellowstone 
park for 40 years. He conducted Theo
dore Roosevelt on a hunting trip while 
he was governor of New York and was
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for these hunting trips became so fas
cinated with the country that they re
mained here and bought ranches of their 
own. Sometimes a guide whom they had 
esteemed highly was assisted in securing 
more land or cattle and the easterners 
would enter a partnership with the west
ern man.
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Many Englishmen
Among the early travelers, many were 

Englishmen, some of them of the no
bility and the sprinkling of English 
ranchers or English financed cattle out
fits In the old cattle days was directly 
due in nearly every instance to the In
terest aroused In the country during 
hunting trips.

The interest of eastern visitors in the 
country also contributed to the develop
ment of the dude ranch. Eastern people 
who had bought land in the cattle coun
try frequently invited friends to spend 
the summer with them on the ranch. 
Other cattlemen through their financial 
connections or on their trips east with 
cattle came to know people of the east 
to whom they would extend invitations 
to visit them. Invasion of these summer 
visitors became frequent.

Many who had visited the ranches of 
friends in this way were so charmed with 
the free and easy life of the plains that 
they told their friends about it on every 
occasion on their return and the listen
ers began to look about for an oppor
tunity to spend the summer in so enjoy
able a fashion. Then as interest grew in 
the new variety of vacation, there was a 
gradual change from free hospitality ex
tended to friends to paid hospitality open 
to anyone willing to pay.
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season. j:* i fMv,' “iWhere They are Located
The principal sections of Wyoming 

where the dude ranches are found are in 
the Big Horn country around Sheridan, 
the “Buffalo Bill country” about Cody 
and the south Yellowstone or Jackson 
Hole section. In Montana the largest 
number are found In the mountain val
leys north of Yellowstone park, especial
ly in or near the Beartooth, Absaroka, 
and Gallatin national forests. There are 
also a number in the Flathead and Mis
sion range country and several in the 
range country of southeastern Montana.

At the organization meeting at Boze
man in 1926, there was some discussion 
of the propriety or rather lack of dignity 
in the term “dude ranches” and of the 
appellation "dude wranglers” for the 
owners and their assistants. But the 
cowboy nickname for the eastern visitor 
with its savor of the picturesque lan
guage of the plains won the day. More
over. Mary Roberts Rinehart and other 
writers had helped fix the name in wide
ly read artifcles and stories. One of the 
resolutions adopted at the recent meet
ing was an appreciation of the favorable 
publicity which the stories of Mrs. Rine
hart, Struthers Burt and Will James have 
brought the dude rancher.

The term “dude” originally was more 
or less synonymous with the “tenderfoot” 
or “pilgrim,” but of somewhat later 
origin. The dude however was more 
usually used to designate the eastern 
visitors at the ranch who had come out 
to see the west while the other designa
tions were more likely to be applied to 
the newcomer who intended to stay in 
the country. Used at first as an expres
sion of contempt, the term now merely 
means a guest at a “dude ranch.”

The dude ranch has had a long evolu
tion since pioneer days, although the es
sential elements of the industry are cred
ited to Howard Eaton, the eldest of the 
Eaton brothers, whose establishment at 
Wolf, near Sheridan, Wyo., was the first 
and probably the most widely known of
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HUNTER FINDS 
OLD LOST MINE». «
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, X DISCOVERY OF WORKINGS RECALLS 
INCIDENT AT DEER LODGE 

50 YEARS AGO
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m ■4* #%.äSi-S Prospector Who Unearthed Rich Gold 
Ore Died on Way to Prosperity While 
Guiding Three Men and It Was Never 

Afterward Located
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It Is believed by Otto Engel that he 
is the lucky man to discover the Lost 
mine of the Emory district for which 
hundreds have searched in vain for 
half a century.
It was in 1877 that a lone prospector 

brought in to Deer Lodge nuggets of 
gold of almost uneblievable richness. 
Residents of the town refused to believe 
in the authenticity of the samples as 
thought they had been brought in from 
some source to inspire confidence in the 
district east of there. The prospector, 
however, laughed at their accusations and 
offered to prove all his declarations.

Three citizens who were the only ones 
out of hundreds to place any credence 
In the story consented to make the trip 
with him to the discovery. They set 
out and after a hard trip over hills and 
through timber reached a spot said to 
be within a half mile of the rich de
posit. The prospector would take them 
no further. The agreement was that he 
was to proceed alone and take ore from 
the shaft and bring it to the party.

The three waited until dark. Then as 
it was imperative for two of them to re
turn to town the third was left to await 
the return of the old man.

Body Is Found
Morning came and still no sign of the 

prospector. The watcher looked in every 
direction and finally returned to Deer 
Lodge where a posse of citizens was or
ganized to search for the miner. Late 
in the afternoon his lifeless body was 
found at the foot of a ravine. He had 
his shotgun in one hand and a string 
of grouse in the other. No wounds were 
on his body and heart trouble was as
cribed as the cause of death. He had 
gone to the land whence no traveler re
turns and nad taken his big secret with 
him. For him there was no longer need 
of rich mines and yellow nuggets.

A stampede ensued to the district but 
no man could find the elusive mine, al
though many dollars and much time was 
consumed in the effort. Ever and again 
in the time that followed the search for 
the Lost mine has been renewed without 
result.

This fall while out hunting deer, Otto 
Engel stumbled upon an old trap door 
and some abandoned workings. Exam
ining further, he discovered what he be
lieved to be the Lost mine of the an
cient prospector. He has brought in sam
ples yrhich are said to be wonderfully 
rich and it is believed that a new era is 
in sight for the mining district east of 

Emigrant, Missoula, Hamilton, Somers, Lodge.
Anaconda and Big Timber Plants 
Ones Which Will be Kept In Operation 
This Winter According to Warden Hill
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This picture shows Howard Eaton, of Eaton Brothers ranch. Wolf, Wyo., at the head of a party of dudes en route by saddle horse and pack train through 
Glacier National park. Howard Eaton is the pioneer dude wrangler of the northw'est, having begun to take parties through Yellowstone park in 1886.

Merfer of Cap tone Fieldieg Ae leendbet of /

>

elly9§ Expedntioe leto Moetoea ne 1864all.
Started In 1886

Howard Eaton came to the Bad Land 
country of North Dakota, the section
subsequently made famous by Theodore (By MRS. M. E. PLASSMANN)
Roosevelt and the Marquis de Mores, in pir^HE Sully expedition had as its topo- 
1879. About 1886, he began arranging I graphical engineer, Captain Fielding 
Jours of Yellowstone park with saddle X of the 2nd U. S. Cavalry. He was 
and pack horses. He established saddle a man of high scientific, attain-
trails through the park, a system which ments which had been recognized by no 
still bears his name. While many guides ie6s an authority than the Smithsonian 
before him had conducted parties on institution. His tragic fate is narrated 
hunting and exploring trips, he seems to in the Montana Post of Sept. 3, 1864, 
have been the first to assume responsi- from which I first learned it. I do not 
billty for the tours, charging a set price remember hearing it mentioned at the 
which included all expenses while the time perhaps because such occurrences 
party in general was open to whoever were not then uncommon, 
wished to join. The guide had gradu-i Captain Fielding realized that the In- 
ated from the position of an employe to ' dians had not received what in modern 
the ranks of business men. | terminology would be called a square

In 1904, the Eatons moved to the Big Ideal. He further believed that if treat- 
Horn country and there established the j ed right they could be trusted.
Eaton ranch. Here, too, the Eatons were failed to take into consideration, how- 
t he pioneers in making the entertain- I ever, the fact that the majority of white 
ment of ‘‘dudes” the primary business of men were not of this opinion, holding 
a cow ranch. Howard Eaton was a man that “the only good Indian is a dead 
of winning personality who made friends one,” and the Indians were aware of this 
everywhere and kept them. Although the ! attitude of the invaders. They might be 
Eatons succeeded in the venture in spite i shot on sight; why, then, should they 
of predictions of failure, the new idea 
gathered momentum slowly and most of 
the ranches have been established in the 
last 10 or 12 years.

There are three types of resorts which 
are embraced in the Dude Ranchers’ asso
ciation. The dude ranch proper is found 
either in the plains country or foothills.
It specializes on the various activities of 
a cow outfit with roundups and other 
phases of cowboy life. Horseback riding 
is the chief diversion but with trips to 
points of interest, fishing and other 
sports to give variety.

At the mountain resorts, the emphasis 
is placed on fishing and trips through 
the mountain canyons, either on horse
back or on foot to see places of scenic 
beauty and wonder.

Many Combine Features
The third type is the hot spring resort 

with a bathing pool as the chief attrac
tion. Many of the resorts, however, com-

Indians tried to drive away the horses 
but were unable to do so.

Dakota that Captain Fielding was killed. 
No Mention of Incident

After reading the Post letter telling of 
the death of Captain Fielding and what 
followed, it is a relief to turn to an issue 
of the paper two days later and read: 
“We have reason to be proud, and the 
citizens of Virginia City have reason to 
be proud that their town contains the 
first church edifice in Montana terri
tory.’ It was a Methodist church cost
ing $1,500, nearly half of which was 
raised by contributions of the congrega
tion, perhaps at the opening of the build
ing. This may be inferred when we are 
told “It was pleasing to see the cheer
fulness with which the call was respond
ed to.”

Whether the congregation which was 
held up for the $700 required to discharge 
the indebtedness felt as cheerful as its 
members were reported to have been can 
be determind only by those who have 
been present elsewhere on a similar oc
casion. This Methodist church building 
may have been the first church erected 
after Montana terrtory, but long before 
this Father Ravalli had built St. Mary’s 
at Stevensville in the Bitter Root valley. 
The Methodist undertaking was to Chris
tianize the whites—the Catholic to con
vert the Indians. What was their suc
cess, history records.

>Indians are Killed In looking through the accounts of
The orderly hastened back to meet the Sully campaign contained in the 

ant* rePort the killing of Montana Historical society’s volumes, I 
Fielding Two companies of cavalry were find no reference to this tragedy. This 
at once dispatched in pursuit of the In- seems the more remarkable for the 250 
dians, who were soon overtaken. They men, women and children which consti- 
t^ed escape’ evfn stripping tuted the emigrant party could not have
off what little they wore in order to been familiar with such a sight as that 
carry no extra weight while fleeing. Their whlch met their gazei M the 150 wagons 
efforts were of no avail, and all three slowly filed by the spot where the Indian 
were killed. They proved to be Yank- heads surmounted the poles. It would 
tonaise Sioux, a branch of the tribe seem to have made an indelible impres- 

as Cut Hea"s- ,sion on those who were not hardened
Y*16 vengeance of the soldiers did not. onlookers. Soldiers become accustomed 

cease with the death of the murderers to such-gruesome spectacles. It is pos- 
the heads of these being cut off and sibie that the experiences of the party 
placed on Pples at the spot where the . while crossing the Bad Lands of the Llt- 
captam was killed. tie Missouri proved so exciting as to blot

Evidently the letter in the Post was out the memory of this earlier happen- 
written by a member of the Sully expe- 
dition; either a civilian or a soldier; for 6‘ 
the contributor continues: “In moving 
from camp next morning the road led by 
the spot, and as we observed the ambu
lance bearing the body of the officer, 
moving slowly by their heads with their 
ghastly grinning countenances, the long 
black hair whipping in the wind over 
their repulsive features, we felt that a
just vengeance had overtaken the vil- .___ ,
lalnous Sioux and that such a fate was and discover what little resemblance they 
richly deserved.” bear humanity through the effect of

The Shayenne, or Sheyenne river, as it 'dread and terror.” 

is now written, is a tributary of the Red 
river, which it Joins near Fargo, N. D. | we consider that the white soldiers who 
It rises near the middle of the state decapitated the dead Indians were the 
taking an eastern course for a short dis- J product of ages of culture together with 
tance, then flowing almost directly south whatever refining influences Christianity 
until it is almost to the southern boun- bas supplied, while the Indians were still 
dary, when it turns abruptly northeast in the primitive condition through which 
to its union with the Red. Both of the all peoples have passed. Is it not pos- 
Dakotas have a Cheyenne river, pro- slble that if men with the views of the 
nounced alike although one begins with slain captain could have dealt with the 
C and the other with S. The Cheyenne red men, there would have been less
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The Post contributor apparently at- 

temps to excuse the act of the soldiers, 
in beheading the Indians and afterwards 
setting the heads on poles, in the fol
lowing words: “If we wish to live on the 
border with any sense of security, we 
must deal with these savages harshly— 
a blow must be struck which will strip 
the barbarism from their savage nature

not reciprocate, it being impossible to 
differentiate the Indian lover from the 
Indian hater, in a manner the Indians 
could understand.

It was a hot day in summer when Cap
tain Fielding rode ahead of the rest of 
the company to a bluff that commanded 
a view of the Shayenne river and a por
tion of the valley through which it ran.
The water looked cool and inviting and, 
accompanied by his orderly and a scout, 
the captain went down to the stream for 

. a drink and to rest under a tree on the 
river bank.

On reaching the river, the scout rode 
across it when he dismounted, took off 
the saddle and picketed his horse. The 
captain also leaped from his horse, and 
hurrying to the river stooped to drink.
As he did so, three Indians arose from 
a clump of underbrush near at hand 
and shot him twice, one bullet piercing river of South Dakota flows into the Mis- J necessity for terrorizing them in the 
his breast, causing instant death. The souri. It was on the Sheyenne of North {manner Just described?

Judge Hilger tells us in his account of 
the Sully expedition of a cavalryman’ 
death resulting from accident when the 
company entered the Bad Lands.

“His company, composing the 
guard, had halted on the edge of the high 
bluff above the general encampment after 
darkness had set in, and was thereby 
prevented from following the trail of the 
army down among the mass of broken 
rocks below. Blinded by the glare of a 
campfire and deceived by the shadows, 
this soldier in attempting to pass around 
the fire stepped over the edge of the bluff, 
falling two hundred feet onto the rocks 
below, and was found in the morning an 
unrecognizable mass of broken bones and 
bloody flesh. The remains were buried 
by his comrades on the spot where he 
fell.”

Indians Poorly Armed 
How easily an accident like this could 

have occurred will be realized by per
sons who have wandered at nightfall 
through a strange country. The shadows 
are deceptive and one cannot tell wheth
er he is going over the edge of a preci
pice of unknown height, or is about to 
descend a gentle slope of slight depth. 
Ï know, from having tried to find my 
way over prairie and bluff at that time 
of the day.

j In the different encounters which took 
place between the expedition and the In
dians, a number of soldiers were killed, 
and that more were not killed was due 
to the Indians being poorly armed. They 
had few guns, fighting with bows and 
arrows. The consequence was their slain 

1 greatly outnumbered those of the whites.
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SIX HATCHERIES 
TO REMAIN OPEN

•AThis latter needs no comment when
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i sFALL SPAWN OF LOCH LEVEN AND 
EASTERN BROOK TROUT 
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Ceremonial Tepee 
Much Revered by 

Cheyenne Indians

s
As the Loch Leven and Eestera 

brook trout and salmon spawn in the 
fail, six of the Montana hatcheries 
will be in operation during the winter 
months, according to State Game 
Warden Robert H. Hill. The hatcheries 
at Emigrant. Missoula, Hamilton, Som
ers, Anaconda and Big Timber 
those that will be kept open this 
"Inter. There are 4 hatcheries in the 
state, the others serving during the 
spring spawning season as do those 
kept in operation during the winter.
"The eggs used in the hatcheries are 

obtained from special state spawning 
ponds, the largest being at George
town lake,” said Mr. Kill. “It has been 
proven that a much larger percentage 
of eggs can be hatched by the artificial 
means than by the natural spawning. 
The eggs are forced from the female fish 
and the sperm cells from the male. After 
this process the eggs are placed in a 
mesh cloth and then placed in a box, 
lined with moss, before being shipped 
to the hatchery.
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9 DON’T MISS IT!
Our 1928 Year Book

- € A large tepee frame, built of heavy 
cottonwood logs and decorated with 
yards of calico cloth, stands beside the 
road Just above the Indian fair grounds 
at Lame Deer, where it will remain 
until it is worn away by the elements.
It was used to support the dance tepee 
in which the willow dance was per
formed by the Cheyenne Indians dur
ing the Indian fair this summer. Once 
such a tepee frame has been used in 
this ceremony, no Indian will touch it„ 
not even to carry away the logs for 
Ifue.

The willow dance, which is a ceremony 
closely related to the medicine lodge and 
sundance ceremonies in the religion of 
the plains Indians, was performed at fair 
time by some of the older members of 
the tribe for the entertainment of white 
visitors and younger Indians who had 
sever witnessed this ritual. Yards of 

Temperature is a big factor ln de- cloth, which were tied to the top of the 
terminlng the time of hatching. Warm tepee as sacrifices to the Great Spirit 
water will cause the fry to be hatched are still In place, and will not be re- 
sooner than cold water. When the little moved.
fish break from the egg, they live on According to the Indians who have 
food provided by a thin coating left on taken part la the ceremonies, the willow 
the body for a week after which they dance is more difficult even than the 
are fed on fine particles of liver. They sun dance, requiring greater endurance 
are transplanted to streams In the state and fortitude. The physical tests In the 
after reaching a length of one and one- ceremony include enduring fire 
half to three inches.” dancing until stopped by fatigue.
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